Recruit Release Notes
Changes Launching 2018-07-26

Recruitments

We have **moved reference requirements off the Details page and onto the Requirements tab**. This change not only sets the groundwork necessary for us to continue developing the reference assignment feature for the multi-level recruitments project, it also allows us to better organize the recruitments fields into a more natural, easier to follow layout. A better organized recruitment will save analysts time and training, as it will be much simpler to deduce which fields are necessary in order to submit a search plan approval request.

We have been making a lot of forward momentum with the multi-level recruitments project. This last sprint, we laid down the runway for the ability to assign different reference requirements to different levels by **building the reference requirements UI on the Requirements tab**. In a coming sprint we will be building out the backend that will connect this UI into the application. Until then, we will be hiding this UI from your view on the Recruit site.

Multi-level recruitments **see it on your QA site**

We have updated the online help documentation to keep up with the most recent changes to the
recruitments interface. Namely, documents now direct users to the Requirements tab in order to configure reference requirements on a search plan.

Bugs ‘n stuff

- Hide approval requests from deleted recruitments, waivers, exemptions.
- Fixed the level selector popup on the applicant’s dashboard
- Fixed an issue where the “indicator dots” on the Disposition Reasons panel would appear brown instead of orange
- Realigned the Remove link that accompanies the email field of the Exemptions creation interface